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why did you do this to me??
Posted by parten - 05 Mar 2010 13:09
_____________________________________

hello twk community this is mostly a message to your warcraft server admins.

why the  F**** have you cleared off my levels?

i mean i spent F***ing AT LEAST 30 hours on the warcraft server and then i stop playing a couple of
months(playing fallout 3) and then BAM!! my levels are just dissapeared WHAT THE SHIT?

can i get an explanation?

============================================================================

Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by DreamState - 05 Mar 2010 13:20
_____________________________________

parten wrote:

hello twk community this is mostly a message to your warcraft server admins.

why the  F**** have you cleared off my levels?

i mean i spent F***ing AT LEAST 30 hours on the warcraft server and then i stop playing a couple of
months(playing fallout 3) and then BAM!! my levels are just dissapeared WHAT THE SHIT?

can i get an explanation?

Firstly, don't come on to our forums mouthing off at us as, to be frank, you'll more likely get a permanent
ban from all our servers and then you'll not only have no levels, but also not a server to play on.

The WCS server has been upgraded and as part of that we reset the levels. This was some time ago.
There were numerous posts and multiple warnings on both the server and the website. The server is
now running a heck of a lot more smoothly, with loads of new maps and races.

============================================================================

Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by Luckie - 05 Mar 2010 14:14
_____________________________________

Parten - don't give us any abuse.  We are not the type of community in the slightest that will tolerate
anything like that.

============================================================================
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Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by VoGon - 05 Mar 2010 14:45
_____________________________________

parten wrote:

why the  F**** have you cleared off my levels?

Because we can, we do own the server you know?

parten wrote:

i mean i spent F***ing AT LEAST 30 hours on the warcraft server and then i stop playing a couple of
months(playing fallout 3) and then BAM!! my levels are just dissapeared WHAT THE SHIT?

can i get an explanation?

Of course you can... We forgot to stop the community in time waiting for you to finish playing other
games so you could come to the wcs server again...

============================================================================

Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by parten - 05 Mar 2010 14:57
_____________________________________

well im sorry if i offended you and i have now come to my normal more or less peacefull self.

the thing is i HAD seen the post saying you upgraded the server and i have played after that going up to
lvl 900 but now its some months since i played last (before the upgrade) and i am confused what
happened to my lvls?

============================================================================

Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by DreamState - 05 Mar 2010 15:45
_____________________________________

It is possible that the WCS mod itself does an automatic cleanup of the database and removes data it
considers to be old. I'd need to check the mod's website for more information to confirm this but I can't
do it from where I am at the moment.

============================================================================
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Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by parten - 05 Mar 2010 20:33
_____________________________________

well this thread should be closed and i wanna know if the mod does that because it hasnt done it to me
on other servers cept for when i had not played for almost a year.

============================================================================

Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by DreamState - 05 Mar 2010 21:31
_____________________________________

I found this in the mod's configuration ...

  // autocleanup - will cleanup if your server reaches 6000 players. Recommended if you suppose to
reach that value !!

  // its also important to set a correct deletedays, recommended is 7 or 14 days

  &quot;wcs_autocleanup&quot; &quot;1&quot;

  // delete player after X days of inactivity ! [ 7 = default ]

  &quot;wcs_deletedays&quot; &quot;7&quot;

... so it appears that the mod does indeed clean up its database. We know from experience that the mod
can be buggy and that the database can become very large and cause issues.

However, this should only kick in if the database reaches 6000 players. So I think in this case the mod
has reached this level and removed some of the inactive players, which unfortunately seems to have
included yourself   

Either way, no admin has done this maliciously.

============================================================================

Re: why did you do this to me??
Posted by Anonymous - 05 Mar 2010 22:00
_____________________________________
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yhh, all admins are decent guys on TWK, they do a good job!

============================================================================
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